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Abstract. [Purpose] This study were to examine the strength and relative direction of the applied force from 
lumbar segmental sustained rotation (LSSR) on the lumbar spinous process, and to clarify the effects of LSSR 
on straight leg raising (SLR) and lumbar flexion (LF). [Subjects] 18 pain-free healthy adults volunteered for this 
study. [Methods] Applied force and direction were measured between the L5–S1 segments using tri-axial pressure 
sensors. Subjects participated in 3 trials. Subjects underwent localized right rotation, held for 10 seconds, of the 
L5 in relation to the S1. Sham group subjects followed LSSR group protocols; however L5–S1 rotation was absent. 
Control subjects rested on a plinth. SLR and LF were measured pre and post-trial. [Results] Outcome data for LSSR 
forces were as follows; x (0.06N (±0.29)), y (‒5.26N (±0.01)), z (6.16N (±1.33)), and resultant vector magnitude 
(8.19N (±1.12)). LSSR relative direction results were as follows: x-axis angle, 89. 6 ° (±1.5); y-axis, 130.9 ° (±5.6); and 
z-axis, 41.6 ° (±4.7). The LSSR group’s LF and SLR were significantly increased compared with those of the sham 
and control groups. [Conclusion] The identified resultant vector magnitude was 8.19N, less than other techniques. 
LSSR effectively improves LF and bilateral SLR.
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INTRODUCTION

Lumbar rotation techniques are commonly used for relieving unilateral signs and symptoms and restoring the pain-free 
range of motion1–6). Maitland1) emphasized that the rotation technique is the most valuable and often the first technique used. 
However, the mechanical effects of the technique on the lumbar structures have not yet been clearly understood5, 7–8).

Rotation techniques can be divided into three types: sustained rotation, cyclic oscillatory rotation, and rotational manipu-
lation1). Physiotherapists use all three treatment techniques while chiropractors and osteopaths mainly use the rotational ma-
nipulation techniques9–11). The sustained rotation technique is often used in the treatment of unilateral signs and symptoms, 
whether the pain is in the local lumbar area or referred to the leg12). It has been suggested that this is perhaps the most valuable 
technique for patients with symptoms such as a unilateral referred pain, and with suspected nerve root problems1–3, 13, 14). 
However, there is no well-designed study to support this suggestion.

Passive oscillatory movements are used for the purpose of treating unilateral back and leg pain, and restoring the painless 
range of motion3, 15–18). Twomey and Taylor19) explain the possible effects of the cyclic oscillation techniques in terms of 
the promotion of synovial fluid flow through the articular cartilage and disc, and the stretching of the ligaments surrounding 
the joints, muscles and neuromeningeal tissues. The sustained or cyclic oscillatory rotation technique is usually used as a 
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generalized rotation technique rather than a localized rotation technique5, 20). It can be assumed that the lumbar segmental 
sustained rotation (LSSR) technique would be much more effective than the lumbar general rotation technique as most of the 
signs and symptoms arise from the segmental level1). The rotational manipulative technique is commonly used for patients 
with unilateral signs and symptoms in order to reduce pain and increase the range of movement21). Particular advantages of 
these variations in technique require further investigation22).

At present, the absence of a clear rationale and mechanistic hypothesis make treatment a matter of trial and error. There-
fore, the mechanical effects of the treatment of the lumbar spine structures with these types of rotational techniques should be 
made clear and evaluated critically. Patients with lower back pain who suffer from nerve root or intervertebral disc problems 
often experience reduced straight leg raising (SLR) and lumbar flexion (LF). Previous studies reported that lumbar general 
rotation techniques improved SLR and LF, therefore LSSR may be much more effective for improving SLR and LF1, 5, 23).

There have been no studies with respect to the measurement of the direction of the applied force and strength of LSSR5, 7). 
There have also been no studies regarding the effects of LSSR on SLR and LF. The primary purpose of this study was to 
examine the relative direction of the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis, and the strength of the applied force from LSSR on the lumbar 
spinous process, and to identify the safety and adaptation of the LSSR as a treatment technique. The secondly purpose of this 
study was to clarify the effectiveness of the LSSR technique on SLR and LF.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Subjects
Eighteen pain-free healthy volunteer subjects (9 male, 9 female, aged 21–30 years) were recruited. Subjects’ mean age 

was 22 years, height (±SD) was 163.9 cm (±10.7 cm), mass was 64.3 kg (±18.4 kg), and body mass index was 23.6 kg/
m2 (±4.7 kg/m2). Subjects had no systemic diseases, serious neurological or musculoskeletal illness or injury prior to the 
investigation, and no incidence of back or leg pain in the 12 months prior to the commencement of the study. None of the 
subjects used medication at the time of the investigation. Participants in this study provided informed written consent. Ethical 
approval was obtained from the Koriyama Institute of Health Sciences ethics committee (Approved Number: R1007).

Methods
An intra-rater reliability test was conducted prior to the study. A manipulative physiotherapist with 28 years clinical 

experience tested five male subjects (mean age 21) five times each. Then the main study was conducted by the physiotherapist 
with 18 subjects. The subjects performed the following 3 trials randomly, and the same subjects participated in all 3 trials: 
(1) LSSR group, (2) lumbar general rotation (sham group), (3) and rest (control group). The trial order was randomized, and 
each test was conducted 5 days apart.

Direction and magnitude of applied forces on the S1 spinous process were measured by a Tri-axial force measurement 
system (USL06-H5-500N, Tec Gihan Co., Ltd., Japan) (Fig. 1). A 30×30×1 mm rubber pad was placed between the skin and 
the pressure sensor in order to protect the skin from the hard metal of the pressure sensor. The range of measuring error is less 
than 1% of the full scale and output characteristics are type C (linear). SLR was measured using a digital level clinometer 
(MJ-1, Sato Shoji (Co., Ltd.), Japan. The bending forward motion (LF) while standing on a box was measured using a tape 
measure.

The study was conducted to measure applied forces 3-dimensionally in the lumbar region between the L5–S1 segment 
using a tri-axial pressure sensor. The participant was asked to lie on their left side, straighten the left leg, and flex both the 
right knee and hip to about 45° of flexion. The anterior part of the right foot was hooked to the posterior part of the left knee 
in order to affect the weight hanging over the side of the plinth. The examiner stood in front of the patient. The tip of the 
examiner’s left index finger hooked and pulled up at the S1 spinous process, and the right thumb pushed down at L5 spinous 
process. The participant was rotated to the right, and held for 10 seconds at the end of trunk rotation. The tri-axial pressure 
sensor was applied underneath the S1 spinous process by the left index finger. Then both the direction and the magnitude of 
the applied force on the S1 spinous process were measured (Fig. 2).

The intra-rater reliability test was conducted with 5 subjects, each measured 5 times repeatedly prior to the start of the 
study. The resultant vector, angles to the x-axis, angles to the y-axis and angles to the z-axis were measured. In general, the 
angleθ between A and B of 2 vectors was calculated using the following formula:

Where A = (Ax, Ay, Az), B = (Bx, By, Bz), the resultant formula is:

 (A, B) = |A||B|cosθ

= Ax Bx + Ay By + AzBz

 cosθ = (Ax Bx + Ay By + AzBz)/(|A||B|) = α

θ =cos−1α
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Note, that (A, B) is an inner product of A and B, and they are |A|= 2 2 2
x y zA A A+ + , |B|= 2 2 2

x y zB B B+ +  . Where, A=V= 
(Vx, Vy, Vz), B= (1, 0, 0); the θ was the angle θx derived from the resultant vector (V) and the x- axis.

Therefore, cosθx = (Vx × 1 + Vy × 0+Vz × 0)/(|V| × 1) = 2 2 2/x x y zV V V V+ +  =αx

 θx = cos−1αx

The angleθy was derived from the resultant vector (V) and the y-axis, and the angleθz was derived from the resultant vector 
(V) and the z-axis, which were obtained in a similar fashion as above, with y and z substituting for x.

After the intra-rater reliability test had concluded, the main study was performed and the participant was asked to lie 
left side down on a standard treatment couch. An examiner palpated and found the L5 and S1 spinous process. Then the 
subject’s upper trunk was rotated to the right and the pelvis rotated to the left by the examiner. At the end of the range of 
the trunk rotation, segmental rotation was applied to press down on the L5 spinous process with the examiner’s right thumb 
and to pull up from underneath the S1 spinous process with the examiner’s left index finger and held for 10 seconds (Fig. 
2). Before and after this rotation, each subject’s SLR and LF were measured on both sides. SLR was measured with a digital 
level goniometer. The SLR angle was identified as the angle reached when the subject started to feel pain (P1)24). The LF 
was measured by a tape measure while the subject was standing on a stool. The subject bent forward as if to touch their toes 
and the distance that they were able to reach was recorded. If they could not reach their toes the figure was recorded as a 
minus (cm) and if they could reach past their toes it was recorded as a plus (cm). The measuring tape was attached from the 
stool to the floor perpendicularly. The sham group participants were placed as in the LSSR position for 10 seconds; however, 
the segmental rotation was not applied (general rotation). The control group participants rested while lying on a plinth and 
bilateral SLRs were examined twice in order to eliminate any repetitive effects. Bilateral SLRs and LF were measured pre 
and post-trial twice and the average of the data were collected.

Intra-class correlation-coefficients (ICCs) were calculated to clarify intra-rater consistency. Descriptive statistics were 
used to describe average force and vectors. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to identify differences between pre and 
post LSSR in ipsilateral SLR, contralateral SLR, and LF. Comparisons between groups were made by one-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA), and Bonferroni post hoc group comparisons (α = 0.05 level of significance) were used to clarify LF in 
the LSSR and the sham groups, and bilateral SLRs in the 3 groups. The SPSS for Windows ver. 21 was used for data analysis.

RESULTS

The intra-rater reliability of the x-axis (sagittal) force was (ICC (1.5) = 0.188), the y-axis (horizontal) force was (ICC (1.5) 
= 0.875), the z-axis (perpendicular) force was (ICC (1.5) = 0.856), and the magnitude of resultant vector was (ICC (1.5) = 
0.877). Only the x-axis force was identified as low intra-rater reliability, however high reliability was identified in the y-axis 
and z-axis force, and the magnitude of resultant vector.

A positive direction of the x-axis was defined as a downward direction. Similarly, the positive direction of the y-axis was 
a cephalad direction, and a ventral direction was the positive direction of the z-axis (Fig. 3). The relative direction of the 
magnitude of resultant vector was calculated by using the previously mentioned formula to derive an arc cosine. As a result, 
the angle from the x-axis to the vector was 89.6° (±1.5°), the angle from the y-axis to the vector was 130.9° (±5.6°), and the 
angle from the z-axis to the vector was 41.6° (±4.7°).

Fig. 1. Tri-axial force measurement system

Fig. 2. Measurement of LSSR using a tri-axial pressure 
sensor
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The mean value of the applied force in the inferior direction (x-axis) was 0.06N (±0.29N). In the caudal direction (y-axis), 
the applied force was 5.26N (±0.01N). In the ventral direction (z-axis), the applied force was 6.16N (±1.33N). The mean 
value of the magnitude of resultant vector was 8.19 N (±1.12N) (Table 4).

Both ipsilateral and contralateral SLRs were significantly increased after the LSSR (p < 0.01). The difference in the 
average value of ipsilateral SLR was significantly increased compared to the sham and control groups through multiple 
comparisons (F(2, 34) = 59.29, p < 0.01) (Table 1). The contralateral SLR of the LSSR group was also increased compared 
to the other 2 groups (F(2, 34) = 18.15, p < 0.01) (Table 2). However, there were no significant differences between the sham 
and control groups. LF was significantly increased after the LSSR (p < 0.01). The difference in the average value of LF was 
also significantly increased compared to the sham group (F (1, 17) = 9.04, p < 0.01) (Table 3).

DISCUSSION

An applied LSSR force and relative direction were identified with reference to the left side-lying position; in the inferior 
direction (x-axis) it was 0.06N ± 0.29N, in the caudal direction (y-axis) it was 5.26N ± 0.01N, and in the ventral direction 
(z-axis) it was 6.16N ± 1.33N. An almost nil force was identified in the superior direction (x-axis), but a force was identified 
in the caudal, as well as in the ventral direction. That is, the LSSR force was actually applied in the direction of LF. This could 
be a cause of increased bilateral SLRs and LF due to the LSSR technique.

An identified magnitude of the resultant vector at the S1 spinous process was 8.19N ± 1.12N. This is a remarkably small 
force compared to the 100N–600N of applied force commonly found with joint mobilization and manipulation techniques25). 
The trunk and pelvis were gradually and slowly rotated in opposite directions until the end range was reached in general 
rotation. Therefore a strong force would not be required in order to rotate the L5–S1 segment just 1–2 degrees26, 27). During 
LSSR, the constant rotation load by the manual force would be expected to produce creep on the soft tissues surrounding 
the L5–S1 spinous processes such as intervertebral discs, muscles, ligaments, the capsule and articular cartilage of the zyg-
apophysial joint28). Gradually, those soft tissues would be stretched. In terms of applying sustained rotation load, viscoelastic 
properties may be displaced and can be more beneficial than a high speed oscillatory or manipulation technique for obtaining 
the muscle relaxation and improving the range of motion29). In addition, an applied sustained load would be absorbed into 

Fig. 3.  A positive direction of the x-axis (inferior), y-axis (cepha-
lad) and z-axis (ventral)

Table 1.  Changes in ipsilateral SLR (degree)

Pre Post
LSSR 75.4±9.2 87.4±9.5**,††
Sham 78.6±12.9 80.3±12.2
Control 71.9±12.3 76.5±11.9
n=18 (mean ± SD)
**p < 0.01 (LSSR vs. sham), ††p < 0.01 (LSSR vs. con-
trol)

Table 2.  Changes in contralateral SLR (degree)

Pre Post
LSSR 70.8±11.3 82.9±8.2**,††
Sham 78.9±11.8 79.6±12.0
Control 76.2±10.5 76.6±10.5
n=18 (mean ± SD)
**p < 0 .01 (LSSR vs. sham), ††p < 0.01 (LSSR vs. 
control)

Table 3.  Changes in lumbar flexion (cm)

Pre Post
LSSR 2.24±9.7 5.3±9.3**
Sham 1.5±8.2 2.3±7.6
n=18 (mean ± SD)
**p < 0.01 (LSSR vs. sham)

Table 4.  Forces and the magnitude of resultant vector (reliability test) (N)

x y z Resultant vector
Forces 0.06 ± 0.29 ̶ 5.26 ± 0.01 6.16 ± 1.33 8.19 ± 1.12
n=5 (mean ± SD)
x: superior (−); y: caudal (−); z: ventral (+)
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those soft tissues during a slow sustained rotation. In contrast, the spinal manipulation technique is performed using a high 
velocity and low amplitude thrusting force applied to the specific force direction and to a specific joint30). External force 
(force × velocity) with the spinal manipulation rotation technique is increased dramatically. In LSSR, the identified 8.19N 
force would confer less stress on the soft tissues and structures at the lumbar segment.

Bilateral SLRs and LF in the LSSR group were significantly increased compared with those of the general rotation 
group. This could be attributed to be a natural consequence as the segmental sustained rotation was performed immediately 
after the generalized lumbar rotation. Lumbar intervertebral disc herniation or spondylosis would be affected segmentally1). 
Therefore, a localized segmental rotation technique might be much more effective than a generalized lumbar rotation when 
the affected lumbar segment is carefully identified.

There have been no studies of LSSR effects on SLR. However, McFadden and Taylor31) reported that the segmental rota-
tion manipulation was effective for improving SLR and LF. By extrapolation from this study, LSSR as a sustained manner 
procedure might be effective to improve SLR32). The lumbar nerve roots of healthy adults were stretched 0.5–1.0 cm with a 
segmental sustained rotation33). The right dorsal nerve root was stretched much more than the right ventral nerve root with the 
right rotation34). The spinal cord and meninges were elongated in LF and moved anteriorly in the lumbar vertebral canal35). It 
could be assumed that ipsilateral (right) SLR increased with right LSSR due to the elongation of the nerve root, particularly a 
right dorsal root. In addition, left side flexion and lumbar flexion might be combined with right LSSR36). During right LSSR, 
the right-side neural system (i.e. a nerve root, a dorsal root ganglion, a grey ramus communicant, and a sciatic nerve) as well 
as the spinal cord and meninges were stretched, and therefore the degree of right SLR was increased37).

As mentioned previously, right rotation, left flexion and forward flexion were combined with right LSSR. Thus, contra-
lateral (left) SLR was increased due to the elongation of the left neural system by LF32), however improvement was less than 
in comparison to ipsilateral SLR.

An instantaneous axis of rotation in flexion and extension at the L5–S1 segment was located at close to the center of the 
intervertebral disc38). Soft tissue structures located posteriorly from the axis of rotation could become a factor of LF limita-
tion36). Those structures include the ligamentum flavum, the intervertebral disc, the joint capsule, the posterior longitudinal 
ligament, supraspinous and interspinous ligaments, erector spinae muscle and the lumbo dorsal fascia. The orientation of 
fibers, especially the intervertebral disc, the interspinous ligaments, and the joint capsule, was in the oblique or lateral 
direction39). Thus, those fibers might be stretched with LSSR. The ligamentum flavum, the posterior longitudinal ligament, 
the erector spinae muscle, and the lumbo dorsal fascia have a wide cross-sectional area. These fibers could also be stretched 
towards the direction of rotation, flexion and lateral flexion, which were combined during LSSR. According to the results, LF 
was increased due to the direction of flexion and the resulting elongation of the soft tissues of the lumbar spine during LSSR.

The study found, with the exception of the x-axis, that the intra-rater reliability for LSSR was excellent, as measured using 
a measurement system of tri-axial pressure sensors. The identified magnitude of the resultant vector was 8.19N, which was 
less than other techniques. Therefore, it can be considered that the LSSR technique is safer than other techniques. The LSSR 
is effective for improving LF and bilateral SLR. The results suggested that the LSSR can be used for patients with acute 
lower back pain, or where it is suspected that the nerve root is compromised. The LSSR is useful for improving LF, thus the 
LSSR can be used to treat spinal canal stenosis when there is limited LF movement40). This measurement system can also 
be useful for teaching the LSSR technique to physiotherapy students as a tool for providing feedback with regard to applied 
forces and relative direction.

A sustained rotation technique is often used for patients with suspected nerve root compression and discogenic disorders 
with unilateral signs and symptoms for the purpose of “opening” the ipsilateral intervertebral foramen (IVF). This presum-
ably affect the “nerve root” of the painful side14). This rotation technique is not a localized lumbar rotation procedure, but a 
generalized lumbar rotation, although the direction and the sustained manner are similar to the LSSR. However, most of the 
intervertebral disc herniation could occur posterolaterally (60%), often in the intervertebral canal, rather than in the IVF41). 
Therefore, the S1 nerve root would be predominantly affected in the case of an L5–S1 intervertebral herniation. The reduc-
tion of nerve root compression, subsequently improving its signs and symptoms, as found in intervertebral canal herniation, 
is less dependent upon ipsilateral or contralateral rotation than it is of separating the nerve root and the herniation. In addition, 
the required applied localized force at the segment could be lower with LSSR than with the generalized lumbar rotation. 
Consequently, the LSSR technique would be effective for patients with suspected nerve root compression and where careful 
monitoring of neurological signs and symptoms is essential.

This study has a number of limitations. The study used only 18 subjects, therefore the relatively small sample size is a 
limitation. Additionally, the subjects were young and healthy with no reported health problems; as such, this would also 
potentially affect the external validity of the obtained results. Further research would aim to expand the sample size and 
include patients complaining of lower back pain.
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